
Mr. C :
A(n) Meme Art 

Collection

Photo Credit: Mr. C
That would be a good 

thing to know

Yes it 

would

Updated every other millennia!



--Mr. C Pictures for Masterpieces-- --Announcements--

Make sure you subscribe 

to The Bird Gang

But don't sub to my channel I 

don't want subscribersSub to her channel

Well i'm not gonna 

say the name of my 

channel so yall cant 

subscribe to it so 

hehe

Sub to his channel not mine

Ok w
ell n

ow i'm
 

curious o
f w

hat th
e 

channel is
 hmmm

Too bad i'm not 

saying it



For Classical music 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7JmprpRIsEY

For a pleasurable viewing experience

___Comment Section___ 

Homo ErectusWow ~ Natalie Girard
C’est tres bien ~ Ian

Bonjour Senor ~ Garrett

Bueno ~ Gun
nnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnn

nnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnn

nnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnn

nnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnar
Si ~ freddieWoah i didn't know font 

1 exists now

Mr. C Video Memes
Why can’t I put a link here aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaoof

Im 
tilted

OOF

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7JmprpRIsEY


Photo Credit: Caleb 

Thornquest



Adam Beckwith



The C Movie

Adam Beckwith

The c movie is an A+



Gavin Turner

The Best 

Computer 

Background



Jacob Elmore



Sebastian Flynn



HERE’S PABLO

Adam Beckwith



LET IT DIE

LET IT DIE

Artwork by Natalie Girard



Jacob Elmore
SO WHAT CAN I SAY, EXCEPT I’M PABLO



The Pablo Lisa

Adam Beckwith



Jacob Elmore

My personal favorite



Jacob Elmore

Ben Pablo



Jacob Elmore



Jacob Elmore



Photo Credit: Caleb Thornquest



NYAN C

Natalie Girard



Pablo Miskowski

Natalie Girard



Gavin Turner

cully



Gavin Turner

Castellanos, A New Pablo



Gavin Turner

I am the Pablo and I 

speak for the memes



Adam Beckwith



Sebastian Flynn

I’ve got more than one 

emotion



Adam Beckwith



Sebastian Flynn



Ian Larson
Mr. C says it's time to stop



Ian Larson

E= Mr. C^2



Gavin Turner



Gavin Turner



Gavin Turner



Adam Beckwith



Adam Beckwith



Adam Beckwith



Adam Beckwith



Ian 
Larson

The
Mr. C 
Movie



~Gavin Turner



Sebastian Flynn



~Gavin Turner (Some Credit to Adam Beckwith for 

showing me how to do this





~Gavin Turner







~Gavin Turner

Sup



~Gavin Turner



~Gavin Turner



Source Picture



~Gavin Turner



Source Picture



~Adam Beckwith



~Gavin Turner



~G
av

in
 T

ur
ne

r







Kaliana Beard



kaliana





Caleb Thornquest



~Gavin Turner



Shayon Roy







~Gavin Turner



Natalie Gira
rd



Gunnar Kroencke

Super Mario OdyC

Get it
 no

w on
 Nint

endo C
witc

h



~Gavin Turner



~Gavin Turner



~Gavin Turner



~Sebastian Flynn



~Gavin Turner



Gavin Turner



~Gavin Turner



~Natalie Girard



~Gavin Turner

M
r
. 
S
t
a
r
k 
I 
d
o
n
'
t 
f
e
e
l 
s
o 
g
o
o
d



~Sebastian Flynn



Gavin Turner



Original Content of Mr. C

jame



~Jam
es Eckert



~James Eckert



~Sebastia
n Flyn

n



~Sebastian Flynn



Natalie G
ira

rd



~James Eckert



~Tai Beauchamp 



Natalie Girard



Sebastian Flynn



Ta
i 

Be
au

ch
am

p

Gotta meme em all!!!



~Gavin Turner



~G
av

in 
Tu

rn
er



~Gavin Turner



~Gavin Turner



~Gavin Turner



Na
ta

lie
 G

ira
rd

Ul
tra

 ra
re

 m
em

e



~Gavin Turner



Natalie 

Girard



Nata
lie

 G
ira

rd



-Sebastian Flynn

-Jam
e



Well played 

gavin, well played

THE “M
ETA” M

EME

NO STOP WE HIT 100 OK 
;^; Baleb pls





The glorious end of 100 memes

What happens when we reach the 

end?

Do we then meme to oblivion?



Total rankings for people that made memes

MVP: MR. C - The 

hundreth meme

Gavin Turner - 34?

Adam Beckwith - 11?

Natalie Girard - 10

Sebastian Flynn - 10?

Jacob Elmore - 6?

Caleb Thornquest -  3

Ian Larson - 3

Tai Beauchamp - 2

James Eckert - 3? 

Kaliana Beard - 1?

Gunnar Kroencke - 1

Shayon Roy - 1

Unclaimed - 9?

 

Still need 

credit:

41, 43, 44

54-58 

62-63

we have to try to get this on 
the vista website



Mr C: The Game(s)
https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/225396266/

https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/225091900/Top 10 games harder than 
Dark Souls

Actually true

https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/225396266/
https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/225091900/


Mr.C Memes, A New Age



~Avery Hosier~



Natalie Girard



Natalie Girard



Garrett Blake



Jackson Glines



Jackson GLines



Its mr. si aaaa

Daniel Hogan



Thanos is close to leveling up and mr see has made him 

mad so thanos is going to BEAT UP and HURT mr see so 

thanos can level up

Daniel Hogan

OOF



Jackson Glines



keira wolf

press F to pay respects

F

F



Jackson Glines



JAckson Glines



Jackson Glines



Tyler Wills



Jackson Glines



The C stands for compression
Baker



Gavin Turner

This was never added lol



Gavin Turner
And this lol

King CeCeCe



Idk who made this but this is Epic
This was me, I used NotSoBot on discord 

to make it. Epic. ~Cade Holtry



Indiana C

-Gavin Turner



-Gavin Turner

Is this DLC

Ben Wolo
que



Frida
Current

 Leader
board

1. Gavin Turner - 38?

2. Natalie Girard - 13

3. Adam Beckwith - 11

Jackson Glines- 11

Sebastian Flynn - 10?

Jacob Elmore - 6?

Caleb Thornquest -  3

Ian Larson - 3

James Eckert - 3? 

Tai Beauchamp - 2

Daniel Hogan - 2

Kaliana Beard - 1?

Gunnar Kroencke - 1

Keira Wolf - 1

Tyler Willis - 1

Shayon Roy - 1

Avery Hosier - 1

Garret Blake - 1

Baker? - 1

Unclaimed - 14?

No natalie whaT IS 

THIS

Gavins profile picIm making the 
leaderboards ;p

WHAT i MADe IT 

ALREADY oh 

shoot cap locks is 

on
Yeah but on the 

last one we put 

their profile pics 

on too
Oh oofBeat ya to it
Nooo 

rip

Dunno what the last 

one is

oh

Same leaderboard as last 

time but cooler

And you moved up a 

ranking

OH HECK TRUE YEET

Photoshop not working

Big oof

This is art

Of course

Time to make artYes make a mr c and 
add yourself to the 

leaderboard

Not sure what to make 
tho

OH I KNOWTis the C-son to be jolly

Something like that

Genius idea NO WAIT GO BACK TO 

THE CIRCLE METAL 

THINGS
Yee thank
welcome

Leave this as it is 

I will make an 

updated one soon



Doc of Mr. C Quotes

https://docs.google.com/document/

d/1BTD_x-ByE6HIfKiQldOajV7J4ts

54UB7UoVtBTIqhGM/edit

Does it still 

have the edits 

bc if it does 

leave them 

there it looks 

better that 

way
It just links to 

it
Muy 
confusedo -- 

oh

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1BTD_x-ByE6HIfKiQldOajV7J4ts54UB7UoVtBTIqhGM/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1BTD_x-ByE6HIfKiQldOajV7J4ts54UB7UoVtBTIqhGM/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1BTD_x-ByE6HIfKiQldOajV7J4ts54UB7UoVtBTIqhGM/edit


Frida

Delet this

No this is my first one
do a learn of heckin 
photoshop

I tried i'll try again in flextime



This is Caleb Thornquest, the creator of this group chat and co founder of memes. What 

even happened to this slideshow lol 
Natalie here, lol idk but ur a legend

What's wrong with the slideshow 

it's amazingOh, and this is Freddie

Wuss poppin peeps. It’s Gummy here, and all I 

gotta say is BENIS

Watch your profanity

Ian here after a while, I’ve been watching all of you… 0.o          good job lol



Frida 

Add ur name to ur 

memes for theft 

protection ;p

Nooooooooooo natalie i 

don't like writing the 

hyphen but thanks much
It also helps identify 
memes so yee



Natalie Girard

Geez it's been so long since i made 

a mr.c meme pls forgive me

This is quite a thicc oof



Default dance on the haters

Natalie Girard

This is quite the big oof

https://docs.google.com/file/d/12IQv-6P0yTKWUifj7ThTosP_7PxKNXoq/preview


Logan Henderson



Logan Henderson



Frida

Lo siento

Why do i do this



Jackson Glines/Anneliese Day



Jackson Glines



Jackson Glines



Jackson Glines



Jackson Glines



Tyler Wills

Big oof this card is 

a really good basic

NOW THATS 

ALOTTA DAMAGE

Pero qué es 

eso



Tyler Wills



-Cade Holtry
 

Share the source pic for that face plz, it could be very helpful



-Cade Holtry



-Cade Holtry



Gavin Turner



Gavin Turner



Gavin Turner 



Jackson Glines



He Really be Flexin’ with his GUCCI Airpods
- Cade Holtry



Attention, this is Caleb T. , the original creator of this powerpoint, since apparently, our school accounts get deleted when we 

graduate..????? I’ll have to transfer ownership. Problem is, can’t transfer to anyone outside G. suite(schools domain) so I’ll need to give it 

to Mr. C

Update: Mr. C is the owner of the powerpoint now

Bruh I got this on my 

personal account

same

Yo can some of you guys give edit access to the folks in 

animation 1 and 2 we need some more dank mr c 

members

Made it so that basically everyone can 

edit, if someone can't view/edit the 

slides put their email here or hmu and I 

can add them.



Epic 150 meme Leaderboard

1. Gavin Turner - 42

2. Jackson Glines - 18

3. Natalie Girard - 15

4. Adam Beckwith - 11

5. Sebastian Flynn - 10?

6. Jacob Elmore - 6?

7. Cade Holtry - 4

8. Caleb Thornquest -  3

8. Ian Larson - 3

8. Tyler Willis - 3

8. James Eckert - 3
? 

8. Frida - 3

9. Tai Beauchamp - 2

9. Daniel Hogan - 2

9. Logan Henderson - 2

10. Kaliana Beard - 1?

10. Gunnar Kroencke - 1

10. Keira Wolf - 1

10. Shayon Roy - 1

10. Avery Hosier - 1

10. Garret Blake - 1

10. Baker? - 1

Unclaimed - 14?



Yah yeet

Pero qué es e
sto

Sub to the Bird Gang
Didn’t know there were fellow JBA weebs here-Gavin

Lo siento I had to 

incorporate mr c 

in here somehow

Mr. C



-Alec Wong



Frida

Lo siento i don't have 

photoshop access so 

I had to use google 

drawings



This isn’t a meme but I made a meme fan account

Shaggy memes are boring 

Ooo neat :D

https://www.instagram.com/mr.c_fan/?hl=en  here it is

If you want to be an admin or something the User is mr.C_fan and the password is Vista Eagles :))

Oh my god it's amazing

I'll probably spend quite a bit of time on it lol

Put all the dank memes from the page onto here

https://www.instagram.com/mr.c_fan/?hl=en


When you don’t have access to photoshop 
right now so you make a meme right on the 
mr.c slides

Natalie Girard

This meme, is the essence 

of a true memer. Making 

memes no matter the 

conditions.



Mr. C Ultra Instinct - By: Joel Kreiser



Belongs to anneliese day

https://www.instagram.com/mr.c_fan/?hl=en

YEEEEEEEEEEE
EEEEEEEEEEEE
EEEEEEEEEEEE
ESSSSSSSSSSS
S DESPACITo

Wow this is so sad can we 
play some despacito

Natalie help
Wait why

Wha’s going on here

Who knows

https://www.instagram.com/mr.c_fan/?hl=en


Mr. C is in

thicco
Mode



By Jackson Glines

Yeet



Hola ninos, I have an announcement. The “Epic Memer” 
Award goes to...

← This kid for making the most memes

EPIC
MEMER
AWARD

Thats pretty epic Gavin



Mr. C’s reason for not letting us play 

the games in class

- Anneliese 



The games

Animation 
1

MR c

I think this has been done before, heck

- Anneliese 



The Memes everyone 
makes

The class

Mr. C

I made like 3 memes in 1 

day i am THRIVING my skin 

is clear my grades are up 

and i feel more powerful than 

our lord and savior shaggy 

- Anneliese

- ye

That's so much power for one mortal to possess at a time



This is so sad can we 

have mr.c perform 

sweet victory because 

the superbowl wouldn’t

-Natalie Girard



Natalie “yeet” Girard

But when you signed my violin 

case you put natalie “oof” girard

ExPlAiN

I go by many names you see

Hmmmmmmmmmmmmm
mmmmmm ok



THIIC LEGEND C ~AnnelesesesesesesesesesesesesesesYEET
O
Frida dies the movie ^Lets make this into an epic meme and a parodyNo wait
Full length, animated movie for animation 2 where frida just dies at the end
YES
Lets recruit more aniamtorsThe true animation 2 final projectYEEEEEES
But can I just not die or can it turn out with some positivity
Deathpacito
So does that mean I have to dieOh well Ill die eventually

Frida dies: The movie plot

It is a nice day in G-203. Frida gets on her computer to 

open up Blender. “Whatcha makin’ there?” asks a voice 

from behind. It was natalie. “Oh, well, I was just going to 

make a bread monkey inside of Blender,” frida replied. 

Natalie clutches the M1911 hidden in her right pocket. 

“Yeah, cool. Just, keep looking forward, alright?” Natalie 

asked, “I want to show you the rabbits.” “Natalie, I already 

read Of Mice and Men, you can’t trick me”...

Complete film coming soon to theatres near you 

(maybe)

She rolls a natural 1 on a 
dex save and dies

Im going to mae a 
google doc for this 
and post it on the 
classroom



Natalie girard 

Lets go new meme format



MR C VIDEO MEME COMING SOON -Gavin

Now thats an epic victory 
royale

I’ve claimed this color for 

my text so everyone knows 

who I am. 

To anyone who sees thing, 

if you want to be part of 

the meme, send a pic of ur 

face to 

gtur3105@fcusd.org

I will assign you to a 

random spot, and I have 4 

opening rn so first come 

first served

The epic aniamtion 
“frida dies (even though everyone 

dies at the end)” is coming soon to theatres
I think If y

ou didn't k
now 

before, th
e purple 

is m
e, N

atalie

Bro No way Im
 crying and 

shaking rig
ht now

Yo should i jsut like 
delete all this stuff when i 

try to add my stuff here?

mailto:gtur3105@fcusd.org


Natalie Girard

Wow this is so sad can we have more dank 

RWBY memes on this slideshow



CCCTentacion 

By: Logan Cowley



My PhotoShop Skills have increased

~ Cade Holtry

Lego C



Normal boring meme

Dank Mr. C meme

Natalie “big yeet” Girard

You have a lot o
f 

nick
names



Gavin
 Turner

Not a Mr. C meme, but like i just 

wanted to share it, am proud of my 

work 

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1AHwT9aMqN3rk9jaRRfNh6LBYh8bDoTT0/preview


Gavin Turner



Sebastian Flynn



Sebastian Flynn



Sebastian Flynn



Good morning happy Monday, take about five seconds to pause your conversations 

turn off your phone bye mom gotta go. Now class today I thought we would do 

something different. I was left on read one time so I recently looked up the rapper… 

xxx tenticcles? I enjoyed him so this is what your final project will be now, make 

something                                                            Alexa play sicko bamba by travis wes. 
This is so sad Alexa play sickko bambaɴᴏᴡ ᴘʟᴀʏɪɴɢ: sickko bamba (Feat: travis wes) 

───────────⚫────── 𝟸:𝟷𝟾 / 𝟹:𝟻𝟼

◄◄⠀▐▐ ⠀►►   ───○ 🔊⠀ ᴴᴰ gear

- Anneliese



Jackson Glines



Lets make it to 200 memes by the end of the term yall

C
hallenge accepted

Bold of you to assume its gonna take as long as the end of the 

term to reach 200

When I said “by” I meant 

“before”



Animation Class

The memes 
we hold dear 
to our hearts

Mr. C 
advertising 
SkillsUsa

I have NO idea where i 

wanted to go with this but it 

sparks JOy

-Anneliese

This is censored 
for people like me 
who fear needles
-frida



-Gavin Turner

For best results, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XUh

VCoTsBaMPlay this while looking at this picture

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XUhVCoTsBaM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XUhVCoTsBaM


When the students create a game about not playing games in class https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/225396266/
https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/225091900/

-frida

Don't know who made 

these but if y
ou know 

you can add their 

names to it

The Top / Complete 

one is mine (Cade), 

the other one is 
Natalie

https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/225396266/
https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/225091900/


Got some new Mr. C green screens! Get read for some EPIC memes 
~Cade Holtry

“If it weren’t for the laws of this 

land, you and your game would 

be dead”



SLide 188 We 

need 
MOREEE
Anneliese

Sub the to bird GAngg

Im PICKLE C



Gavin Turner
New And Improved



Enhanced 
your photo, 

you’re welcome 
-Alec

-Alec Wong



New meme format-  Logan Cowley

Ok but for real 

though that unit 

was awesome 

10/10 would 

play minecraft 

in class again



Natalie girard
What have i made

DespaCto

DesPablo

Idk anymore

~ Cade



It's a me, Mr. C! Wahoo! Wahoo! 

WAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAHOOOOOOOOOOO

OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO

(He really out here backwards long jumping, huh)

~ Cade Holtry



Mr. C look out, there's a creeper! Oh no he has 

MinePods™ in and he cant hear us!

-Logan Cowley 

Big 
yeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee

eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee

eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeet

Current ACTUAL Mr. C 

meme count: 170This is official, we have 30 

to go peoples~ Cade 



~ Cade Holtry



Nicholas Muller

I have very mixed emotions about this - Anneliese





Jacob Elmore



Jacob Elmore



Natalie Girard

Thought i added 

this but i guess not



-Gavin Turner



RESERVED FOR THE C



200 Memes Leaderboard

1. Gavin Turner - 46
2. Natalie Girard - 24
3. Jackson Glines - 20
4. Sebastian Flynn - 13?
5. Adam Beckwith - 11
6. Cade Holtry - 9
7. Jacob Elmore - 8?
8. Anneliese Day - 7
9.Frida - 5 
10. Logan Henderson - 5
11. Ian Larson - 4
12. Caleb Thornquest -  3
12. Tyler Willis - 3
12. James Eckert - 3? 
13. Tai Beauchamp - 2
13. Daniel Hogan - 2
14. Kaliana Beard - 1?
14. Gunnar Kroencke - 1
14. Keira Wolf - 1
14. Shayon Roy - 1
14. Avery Hosier - 1
14. Garret Blake - 1
14. Baker? - 1
14. Nicholas Muller - 1
14. Joel
Unclaimed - 16?

STILL NEED 

CREDIT: 

153, Big exciteMaybe one day you can reach the 

top threeYEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEt

I should get +1 for each slide I 

tiltedIts not illegal if I co produced the 

slides *thinking brain*

MUAHAHAHHAHAHA

I helped make every meme on this 

slide more memey

Wait, thats illegal

Nooooooooooooooooooooooo 

ThAts NoT HoW It WoRkS

Now your a secret number 1 

placement siggggghhhhhh

For th
e most amount of 

Co-produced memes

-Ian Larson



-Gavin Turner

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1RpcXYxUWShoCz6ySD2pXimQ8yiCTAkvN/preview


Jacob Elmore



If anyone is interested to be an admin for 

the Mr c Fanpage 

Username: Mr.c_fan

Password: VistaEagles

https://www.instagram.com/mr.c_fan/?hl=

en 

Happy Memeing

-Anneliese

3spoopy5meSppoooooopppy ghosting since the 

first memes20 spoopy 22 meYeah we did MR C LASTS FOREVER

YESYESYEES
My classic E=MR C^2Im gonna go Tilt all of the texts now Well as you can see we 

hit 200
YEEEEEEE

And im gonna host the 

hunger games for the 
current animation 2, you 

want in?You have any good image 

in mind for your avatar
alright

I climbed back to 2nd place on the leaderboards yeeeeeeee hehehehehheh

https://www.instagram.com/mr.c_fan/?hl=en
https://www.instagram.com/mr.c_fan/?hl=en


When someone sees that me and ian tilted all the text

Don’t worry I 
just made a meme of the 

slides themselves~Ian

Trust us 

its very 

DANK

Welp thats 

everything 

lmao

Co-authored meme

Natalie 

and Ian



KeEp it pG!!!! -Frida

There is a request that 
memes that are 
considered to be explicit 
will be removed

*When you see your 
students not playing 
games*



Jackson Glines





When mr c comments something



-Gavin Turner

Can I get an F in 
chat for 
SpeedWagon?

Oh look, 
it's dio

Nvr gng t gv  u up



Jackson Glines



-Gavin Turner



-Gavin Turner



That e 🅱ic Gamer 
moment when Mr. C 
catches you on a 
game

-Gavin Turner



Natalie Girard



Jesse Gerdts



Frida



This is a gentle reminder to nOt pLaY GaMeS

Mr c let us play games in flex 
yesterday



Animation 2: You can’t just put a mr.c face on a random image and 
expect it to be a good meme

Me: Natalie 
Girard



Gale sniffed here

Qué...qué hiciste?



Natalie Girard



Hellen Yeghyan



Im bored so i made another scoreboard

1. Gavin Turner - 51
2. Natalie Girard - 27
3. Jackson Glines - 22

4. Sebastian Flynn - 13
5. Adam Beckwith - 11
6. Cade Holtry - 9
6. Jacob Elmore - 9
7. Anneliese Day - 7
8. Frida Roche Ramirez- 6 
9. Logan Henderson - 5
10. Ian Larson - 4

11. Caleb Thornquest -  3
11. Tyler Willis - 3
11. James Eckert - 3? 
12. Tai Beauchamp - 2
12. Daniel Hogan - 2
13. Kaliana Beard - 1?
13. Gunnar Kroencke - 1
13. Keira Wolf - 1
13. Shayon Roy - 1
13. Avery Hosier - 1
13. Garret Blake - 1
13. Baker? - 1
13. Nicholas Muller - 1
13. Joel - 1
13. Jesse Gerdts - 1
13. Hellen Yeghyan - 1
13. Gale - 1
Unclaimed - 16?, 209, 210

Top 10 (actually 11) Memers



Vsco girl Mr. C
-Anneliese 



Hellen Yeghyan 

I have no idea 
how to make this 
look good...his              
l e g s

Sksksksksksk
sksksksk

And I oop-

And i oop 
sksksksk

10/10 stars

Really great to see him 
keeping up with modern 
times
-GT



Hi
Whenever I open this presentation it takes a zillion 

hours to load because there are currently 227 
SLIDES



Meme Requests 
Hi um I don’t have photoshop experience so I can not do any of these ( feel free to 
add on)

E-girl

More base photos



what have i done

I know it looks horrible 
and i apologize in 
advance
I also have no 
makeup skills which 
made it worse


